VISION
To see positive change
in Goulburn Murray
regional communities
driven by local
community leaders.

OUR PURPOSE
Creating a catalyst for positive change by cultivating a willing, ready and able pool of community leaders.

OUR WHY
We believe in the power and necessity of community leadership to more effectively address the complex issues
and critical opportunities in our region.

GOULBURN MURRAY COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUR
SPONSORS FOR THE FAIRLEY LEADERSHIP PROGRAM IN 2021.

MAJOR SPONSOR

SUPPORTED BY
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PROGRAM SPONSORS AND SCHOLARSHIP PARTNERS

PATRON’S MESSAGE

CHAIR’S REPORT

I RECALL BEING URGED – AT A CORPORATE HEALTH RETREAT, MANY YEARS AGO – TO TAKE TIME AT THE END OF EACH
YEAR – IF NOT MORE OFTEN - TO “RUN THE TAPES AGAIN” AND REFLECT ON THE YEAR PAST, IN ORDER TO CAPTURE
SOME GREATER VALUE FROM THE EXPERIENCE.

THE FAIRLEY LEADERSHIP PROGRAM FACILITATES THE DEVELOPMENT OF EMERGING LOCAL LEADERS,
STRENGTHENS EXISTING COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP CAPABILITIES, AND BUILDS STRONGER CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN LOCAL LEADERS AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES.

It stuck in my mind, along with her brutal analysis of the
supposed benefits of experience. “After 30 years,” she
asked, “will you have 30 years of accumulated experience,
or one year’s experience, repeated 30 times?”

Our country’s political leaders were sorely tested, facing
the relentless criticism that goes with political life through
the 24/7 media megaphone – but they sensed the
priorities of the people.

After almost two years of our COVID-19 pandemic and
with increased vaccination levels opening up the world,
it behoves us to take some time to consider what we
learned during this tumultuous time: about how each
of us adapted and the choices we made about who and
what was important to us; about how we think our civil
society behaved and performed under stress; and, of
course, what we learned about leadership under pressure.

Our States focussed first on keeping people safe; our
federal government acted swiftly to preserve employment
and avoid massive economic upheaval. While our island
continent status assisted both endeavours, we fared very
well compared to the rest of the world.

On behalf of the Goulburn Murray Community Leadership
(GMCL) Board, congratulations to the 2021 graduates
of the Fairley Leadership Program. During a year
commencing with an expectation or sense of some
normality returning into our lives, you have been required
to work together to overcome challenges and to make the
most of the program.

Those of you in this year’s Fairley Leadership cohort will
have already had an opportunity to reflect on your own
reactions and behaviours. While you missed out – like last
year’s group – on some of the “out of town” experiences,
you had around you a group of people in the same boat
– regularly touching base - with all of you hand chosen
because of the qualities you possess as individuals. That’s
not a bad way to spend such a challenging year.
I am certain it enabled you to discuss how our civil
society was behaving in an informed and rigorous way:
no doubt you had concerns about disinformation, selfish
and exploitive behaviours from some, creative and
generous contributions from others; a quiet, level-headed
resilience from most.

Locally, we saw remarkable community responses
to several infection breakouts, with the the massive
quarantining on 20,000 citizens in August being met
with swift and effective assistance - led by many Fairley
Fellows, with the extraordinary leadership of our former
Executive Director, Lisa McKenzie, heading up the
“overnight miracle” of GV Cares.
The same outstanding leadership emerged at Goulburn
Valley Health, among our local politicians, in our local
government, in our welfare agencies, our police and other
emergency services.
You can take heart that, after 25 years of the program,
our experience in community leadership has been of the
accumulated kind.

Ross McPherson
PATRON

We are grateful for the leadership and guidance of our
GMCL team, Nathan Bibby (Executive Officer) and Vicki
Scott (Programs & Strategy Manager) to provide the
2021 cohort a positive experience and foster a learning
environment despite the reduced level of face-to-face
opportunities for the group to come together.
The Fairley Leadership Program is financially supported
by Regional Development Victoria with funding from the
Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions. Our program
is strongly supported by our community and region with
scholarships, sponsorships and in-kind support to deliver
an effective and transformational program to increase the
capacity of community leaders in the Goulburn Murray
region. We thank you for your generosity and support.
During this past year we have committed to increasing
engagement with Alumni in alignment with our Strategic
Plan 2021-2023. This has included providing additional
resources, such as staffing allocation. During 2021, there
has been consultation with Fairley Fellows from across
the programs 25 years and formation of an Alumni
Advisory Group. Next year will see the launch of an Alumni
Engagement Model developed in consultation with this
group, and I invite graduates from 2021 to continually
engage with GMCL and Alumni activities.

I would like to acknowledge the support of our Patron,
Mr. Ross McPherson and my fellow Board Members,
Kate Pendergast, Zara O’Keeffe, Christina Bassani,
Chris Hazelman, Anna McIntosh and Kim O’Keeffe. As
a voluntary Board, you display great commitment and
guidance for the organisation and GMCL staff. Thank you
to Fairley Fellows Ashley Lythgo and Craig Mangan, our
Co-opted Board observers for 2021. I would also like to
welcome Ashley, along with Deanne Armstrong and Sam
Atukorala as recent appointments to the GMCL Board.
To the 2021 cohort now known as Fairley Fellows, may this
year be the launch pad for your community leadership
journey, we look forward to you creating positive change
across our region.
To graduate this year, you have been required to navigate
the complex environment of COVID 19 and the impact on
your employment, family and community. You have done
this, whilst demonstrating leadership in the community
through your commitment and dedication to complete
your Fairley year. Once again Congratulations!

Julie Cobbledick
GMCL BOARD CHAIR
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
“WHO KNOWS WHAT THIS YEAR IS GOING TO BRING US, BUT I AM SURE WE WILL ACHIEVE GREAT THINGS AND
I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU.”
These were the words I said at the 2021 Fairley Leadership
Program launch. Although we didn’t have a crystal ball to
predict the issues and opportunities the year was going to
present our region, I believe the 2021 cohort have achieved
great things on both an individual and group level.
I would like to congratulate the group for not only graduating,
but continually fronting up and responding to the challenges
presented to them throughout their Fairley year. You have
risen to the challenge, applying a positive mind-set and
willingness to make sure this year was a success despite
barriers of a global pandemic to not only develop your own
leadership capacity, but also support your peers.
The Fairley Leadership Program is in its 25th year, producing
now, 641 Fairley Fellows. Balancing the reputation, tradition
and evolution of the program, the 2021 cohort has also played
a significant part influencing the future years of the program.
Goulburn Murray Community Leadership (GMCL) is committed
to work closely with all our partners, financial supporters,
community organisations and Fairley Fellows. Thank you for
supporting the development of community leaders for the
region. Your investment in the Fairley Leadership Program is
significant and critical for continually developing a breadth
of leadership experience and diversity to help our local
communities and the Goulburn Murray thrive.
Being my first year as Executive Officer for GMCL, there are
many people I would like to thank for welcoming me into the
role and the Goulburn Murray.
Thank you to the GMCL Chair, Julie Cobbledick and the GMCL
Board, Kate Pendergast, Anna McIntosh, Christina Bassani,
Chris Hazelman, Kim O’Keeffe and Zara O’Keeffe. Thank you
also to recent Board appointments, Sam Atukorala, Deanne
Armstrong and Ashley Lythgo who have also supported
myself and GMCL staff throughout the year.
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Thank you to Michelle Luscombe, Tracey Creighton and
Melissa Seymour who provided me an in-depth orientation of
the Fairley Leadership Program and the key stakeholders who
support it’s success.
A special thank you to our Programs & Strategy Manager,
Vicki Scott, who has done a power of work with the 2021
cohort to make sure they had an engaging, challenging, fun
and exciting learning experience. As a Fairley Fellow, Vicki has
immense passion for Fairley and has been able to balance
leadership development of the cohort and drive evolution of
the program for the years ahead.
With over twenty five cohorts indicating they were the best
cohort ever, the collective impact of this program is an
exciting prospect. I look forward to working with the 2021
graduates and the Alumni to continue developing the region’s
leadership capacity for the region.
Congratulations to the graduates of the 2021 Fairley
Leadership Program.
Lead where they live.

Nathan Bibby
EXECUTIVE OFFICER

PROGRAMS & STRATEGY
MANAGER’S REPORT
IN 2015 I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO UNDERTAKE THE FAIRLEY LEADERSHIP PROGRAM. WHEN I THINK OF THAT
YEAR AND THE EXPERIENCE OF FAIRLEY, EVERYTHING ALIGNED.
The program afforded me the chance to explore the Goulburn
Murray region, developing an understanding of complexities,
challenges, richness, and opportunities. Six years later, I’m
writing this piece as the Programs and Strategy Manager of
Goulburn Murray Community Leadership (GMCL), filled with
many emotions.
Overwhelmingly, I feel a sense of pride and fortune.
Fortunate to be given the opportunity to go on the Fairley
ride again. This time though I’ve taken a different seat
on the rollercoaster, and it hasn’t disappointed. At the
commencement of my role, we did not foresee the global
pandemic would continue to throw us curve balls, obstacles,
and snap lockdowns.
I’m proud Fairley has continued to deliver, providing
experiential learning, the opportunity to develop lifelong
friendships and enable the individual to understand
the importance of being active in the community. Most
importantly, I’m so proud of the 2021 cohort.
I’ve had the pleasure of observing and supporting a group
of 19 individuals that regularly stepped up, faced up to the
challenges that came our way and embraced every single
program day with enthusiasm, vigour, authenticity and
purpose. Their resilience, support of each other, selflessness,
adaptability and cohesion cannot be overstated. Thank you
for making this journey incredibly memorable. I officially
welcome you as a Fairley Fellow.

I would like to acknowledge our guest speakers. Individually
and as a collective, your messages, presentations and time
spent with the cohort have contributed to their individual
leadership development and personal growth journey.
To the GMCL Board, thank you for your unwavering support
of my transition as Board member to the newly created
role of Programs and Strategy Manager. I have valued your
individual and shared support throughout the year.
Finally, to Nathan Bibby our Executive Officer. Nathan has
a wealth of leadership knowledge, who is strategic and
operational in his thinking. His passion and talent for leading,
mentoring, and coaching others has been valuable to the
organisation, cohort and to me personally. We’re excited
for the future of GMCL to continue developing community
leaders.
Congratulations to the 2021 Fairley Leadership graduates
for what you have achieved. I look forward to continuing to
observe and support your individual journeys.

Vicki Scott

PROGRAMS AND STRATEGY MANAGER

2021 GMCL BOARD MEMBERS

JULIE COBBLEDICK

KATE PENDERGAST

ANNA MCINTOSH

CHRIS HAZELMAN

KIM O’KEEFFE

CHRISTINA BASSANI

ZARA O’KEEFFE

DEANNE ARMSTRONG

SAM ATUKORALA

ASHLEY LYTHGO

Chair

(FF’14)

Deputy Chair

(FF’03)

(FF’20)

Treasurer

(FF’12)

(FF’17)

CRAIG MANGAN

(FF’20) (Co-opted Board
Observer)
YEARBOOK 2021
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

LAUNCH

AGRICULTURE DAY

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP PROJECTS DAY 1

SHEPPARTON

ARDMONA, TATURA, MURCHISON

SHEPPARTON

MCd by Simon Walsh (Fairley Fellow ‘20)

Facilitated by Therese Morris, Kirsten Green, Campbell Hickey, Heidi Twining

Facilitated by KB Business Solutions

OBJECTIVE:
• Welcoming the 25th cohort into the Fairley Leadership Program.

OBJECTIVES:

OBJECTIVES:

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•

Cr. Kim O’Keeffe - Mayor Greater Shepparton City Council
Julie Cobbledick-Chair GMCL
Nathan Bibby – EO GMCL
Cr Laura Binks (Fairley Fellow ‘20) - Strathbogie Shire Council

Goulburn Murray Community Leadership would like to thank Greater Shepparton
City Council for sponsoring the event with the venue.

•
•

Showcasing Agriculture and Food Production contribution to the regional
economy and community.
Understanding the leadership challenges and opportunities of Future
Proofing and Innovation in Agriculture sector.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•

Andrew Plunkett - Plunkett Orchards
Rick Cross - Murray Dairy
Taylor Hall - Valley Pack Cold Storage
David Weidenbach - Avonlea Flowers

•
•

SHEPPARTON
Facilitated by Vicki Scott, GMCL Programs & Strategy Manager

OPENING RETREAT
BACCHUS MARSH

			

Facilitated by Melissa Seymour, GMCL Program Coordinator

CULTURE DIVERSITY DAY

•

SHEPPARTON

•

•

Providing program orientation, relationship development, team building,
exploring the role of community leadership and the purpose for doing the
Fairley Leadership Program.

Facilitated by Neha Samar, Daniella Luvara, Peter Holland, Courtney Hamil
OBJECTIVES:
•

GUEST SPEAKER:
•

Chris Kotur - Leader in Residence, Leadership Victoria

•
•
•

Exploring the rich and diverse multicultural and Indigenous communities
of Shepparton and surrounds.
Understanding the issues and challenges associated with relocating to
another country.
Developing an appreciation of community leadership from diverse
cultural perspectives.
Understanding how as a community we can celebrate our cultural diversity.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•

Cr. Greg James - Greater Shepparton City Council
Chris Hazelman - Ethnic Council of Shepparton and District
Liz Arcus (Fairley Fellow ‘15) - St Georges Road PS Community Hubs Leader
Dhami Singh - Gurduara Sahib (Sikh Temple)

Goulburn Murray Community Leadership would like to thank Kidstown for providing
a venue.
YEARBOOK 2021

Determining ways to work with and support team members in
preparation for delivering Community Leadership Projects.
Understanding effective Project Management and the issues and
challenges associated with working in teams.
Exploring and understanding theory and practise to assist with problem
solving to deliver project outcomes.

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP PROJECTS DAY 2

Goulburn Murray Community Leadership would like to thank Goulburn Murray
Water for sponsoring the day and providing a venue and lunch.

OBJECTIVE:
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•

•

•

Exploring and developing an awareness of community and regional
priorities.
Identifying key priorities and themes that will meet current gaps and
address opportunities within the community.
Developing an understanding of the purpose of Community Leadership
Projects.
Forming project teams and determining potential Community Leadership
Projects.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•

Amanda McLaren (Fairley Fellow ’11) – Chair, Regional Development
Australia Hume
Tim Russell (Fairley Fellow ’17) - Regional Planning and Coordinator,
Regional Development Victoria

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

WATER IN OUR CATCHMENT DAY

SMALL TOWNS, BIG HEARTS DAY

ONLINE

BENALLA

Facilitated by Samantha Hobbs, Kathryn Maddox, Caitlin Baker, Tanya Cleese

Facilitated by Sonia Priestly, Ranmali Kariyawasam and Austin Ley

OBJECTIVES:

OBJECTIVES:

•
•
•
•

Gaining an understanding of the value of water to our lives in our
catchment.
Exploring the challenges in managing our water resources.
Reflecting on the value of water for various stakeholders.
Understanding people’s leadership journey within the sector.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•
•

Carl Walters (Fairley Fellow ’02) - Manager Sustainable Irrigation,
Goulburn Broken CMA
Claire Miller – MDBA Claire Miller Consulting
Steve Capewell - Managing Director, Goulburn Valley Water
Tara Callingham (Fairley Fellow ’19) - Manager Business Intelligence,
Goulburn Valley Water
Martina Cusask (Fairley Fellow ’07) - General Manager Water Storage
Services, Goulburn Murray Water

•
•
•
•

Gaining an understanding of the value of smaller communities.
Understanding how collaboration and working towards the same goal
can lead to town prosperity.
Learning from key community leaders that demonstrated passion, heart
and authenticity when discussing their community led projects.
Understanding people’s leadership journey.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•

Dom Testoni – CEO, Benalla Rural City Council
Cr Danny Claridge – Mayor, Benalla Rural City Council
Sally Matheson – Education Program Manager, Tomorrow Today
Foundation
Catherine Macmillan (Fairley Fellow ’05) – Business Development Coordinator, Benalla Rural City Council

COMMUNITY GROUP SESSIONS:

STATE PARLIAMENT DAY
ONLINE

•
•
•
•

Live4Life (youth/mental health)
Raise the Roof (Equestrian/sports/Eco benefit)
Room at the Table (Gaming/inclusivity/disability/10Gb trial)
North East Artisans (Arts, culture, events, inclusiveness, small business)

Delivered in collaboration with the Gippsland Community Leadership Program
OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•

Developing an understanding of the workings of State Parliament.
Hearing from current State Government Parliamentarians about their
challenges, roles and how to best represent your region.
Understanding people’s leadership journey.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•
•

Andres Lomp, Community Engagement Manager, Parliament of Victoria
Chris Welstead and Philip Stoits, Parliamentary Attendants
Paul Groenewegen, Legislative Assembly and Keir Delaney, Legislative
Council
Rosie Cobb, Tours and Outreach Officer
Hon Wendy Lovell MP, Ms Sarah Connolly MP and Ms Melina Bath MP

Goulburn Murray Community Leadership would like to thank the Benalla Rural City
Council and the Benalla Performing Arts Centre for sponsoring the day with venue
and catering.

“WE’VE ALL GOT A ROLE TO PLAY
AND TO OFFER SOMETHING TO OUR
COMMUNITIES”
– KATHRYN MADDOX

YEARBOOK 2021
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

VIRTUAL FEDERAL PARLIAMENT DAY
ONLINE
Facilitated in collaboration with Community Leadership Programs from across
regional Victoria
OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Broadening understanding of Parliament of Australia structures and
processes.
Exploring what leadership looks like and the challenges of leadership in
a party-political system.
Understanding the role of the media in the politics and regional
communities.
Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on politics and our economy.
Appreciating how to interact with the media for advocacy and
community impact.
Understanding people’s leadership journey.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“BEING A LEADER DOESN’ T
MEAN YOU HAVE LEADER
IN YOUR [JOB] TITLE.”
– NICOLE ZURCAS
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Dr Helen Haines MP - Independent Federal Member for Indi
Janet Rice - Senator for Victoria
Joel Fitzgibbon MP - Member for Hunter
Darren Chester MP - Member for Gippsland
Eugene Duffy - Ballarat Courier Editor
Warwick Long (Fairley Fellow ’09) - ABC Victorian Country Hour presenter
Rob Harris - Sydney Morning Herald and The Age Nation Affairs Editor

ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND INDIVIDUAL
RESILIENCE DAYS
SHEPPARTON & ECHUCA
Shepparton - Facilitated by Therese Morris, Kirsten Green, Campbell Hickey and
Heidi Twining
Echuca - Facilitated by Andrew Cooper, Ali Alizadah, Nicole Zurcas and Amabel
Grinter
OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•

Understand economic, community and individual resilience.
Explore resilience as a community and business leader.
Managing self in times of change and uncertainty.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
SHEPPARTON
•
•
•
•

Cr Kim O’Keefe - Mayor Greater Shepparton City Council, GMCL Board
member
Michael Welk (Fairley Fellow ’10) – Shepparton RAILS
Fiona Smolenaars (Fairley Fellow ’01) - Community Connector, Greater
Shepparton City Council
Damien Drum MP - National Party

ECHUCA
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dean Oberin - Chair, Committee 4 Echuca Moama
Lance Picioane - CEO, Love Me Love You Foundation
Tim Ford – Operations Manager, FoodMach & MedCon
Terry Dodds - CEO, Murray River Council
John Hall (Fairley Fellow ’17) – Chair, Echuca Moama Tourism
Jason Clymo – Board member, Echuca Moama Tourism & Consumer
Advisory Committee, Echuca Regional Health

Goulburn Murray Community Leadership would like to thank the Committee 4
Echuca Moama for hosting a business dinner and the program day.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

EDUCATION AND YOUNG PEOPLE

MELBOURNE STUDY TOUR

HEALTH AND WELLBEING

ONLINE

ONLINE

ONLINE

Facilitated by Neha Samar, Daniella Luvara, Peter Holland and Courtney Hamill

Facilitated by Vicki Scott, Programs & Strategy Manager, GMCL

Facilitated by Ali Alizadah, Andrew Cooper, Nicole Zurcas and Amabel Grinter

OBJECTIVES:

OBJECTIVES:

OBJECTIVES:

•

•
•

Gaining an understanding of the challenges faced by our young people
(early, primary, secondary and transition into employment/further
education) and the role education.
Understanding the challenges in leadership in the Education sector.
Understanding people’s leadership journey.

•
•
•
•

Gaining exposure to contemporary issues beyond our own localities.
Gathering insights and concepts for the betterment of our community.
Considering how we continue to respond to key issues facing our
communities.
Hear from a broad range of leaders about their leadership style and
journeys.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•
•

Amy Robinson - Coordinator Secondary Education and Innovation,
Greater Shepparton Lighthouse Project
Karen Utber (Daisy) - Assistant Principle, Greater Shepparton Secondary
College (Mooroopna Campus)
Anita McCurdy (Fairley Fellow ’17) - Senior Manager, Shepparton Youth
Foyer and Berry Street
Sharon Hensgen-Smith (Fairley Fellow ’17) - Area Executive Director,
Goulburn, Department of Education and Training
Elizabeth Capp – Head of Campus, LaTrobe University

CARE FOR THE VULNERABLE
ONLINE
Facilitated by Austin Ley, Kathryn Maddox, Tanya Cleese and Courtney Hamill
OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•

Increasing knowledge and understanding of vulnerability at a localised
level.
Understanding how community and community members are driven.
Learning that vulnerability is complex, has many layers and does not
discriminate.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Learning about social health issues in the region.
Exploring the changing landscape of workplace environments relating to
health and care for employees.
Learning strategies for mental health and wellbeing care for you and
those around you.

GUEST SPEAKERS:
GUEST SPEAKERS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andrew Fairley AM
Dr Ron Ben David - Monash University
Kristi Mansfield - CEO and Founder of SEER Data
Lyndon Galea - CEO and Founder, Eat Up Australia
Glenn Weir - Assistant Commissioner, Road Policing Command, Victoria
Police
Michelle Lamblin Project Manager, Orygen Youth Health
Travis Auld - General Manager, Australian Football League
Lyndal Humphris (Fairley Fellow ’15) - Manager Intensive Industries,
Victorian Farmers Federation
Matti Clements - Director People Development and Wellbeing, Australian
Institute of Sport

•
•
•

•

Nathan Carkeek - Co-founder Minds on Purpose
Rebecca Dean (Fairley Fellow ’17) – CEO, Primary Care Connect
Christina Bassani (Fairley Fellow ’03) - General Manager People and
Customers, Goulburn Valley Water and Goulburn Murray Community
Leadership Board Member
Michelle Trudgeon – Director, ACT Curious

CLOSING RETREAT
YARRAWONGA
Facilitated by Vicki Scott, Programs & Strategy Manager, GMCL
OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•

Reflection on the individuals’ learnings and experiences of 2021.
Consider how participants will adopt key learnings and experiences
beyond 2022.
Determining the leader’s role and how they will impact and add value to
the Goulburn Murray Region into the future.

GUEST SPEAKER:
•

Chris Kotur - Leader in Residence, Leadership Victoria

Celia Adams – CEO, Beyond Housing
Rob Morey – Cobram community member
Robyn O’Connor - Homelessness Support Worker, Yarrawonga Health
David Shipston (Fairley Fellow ’15) - Executive Manager, Rumbalara Elders
Facility
Matthew Knight – Former Principal, Cobram Primary School
YEARBOOK 2021
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PROGRAM GRADUATES
ALI ALIZADAH

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Farm Manager
ORGANISATION:
Agriculture Horticulture
SPONSOR:
Ethnic Council of Shepparton and District
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Community project on educating CALD
Community about Agriculture Industry.
• GV Afghan youth Association (Youth
Engagement Development)
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
The Fairley Leadership Program has given me
a great experience and inspiration to obtain
a better understanding of key issues and
opportunities in my community. It has helped
to think about the future of our youth and
motivated me to be the person that can make
a positive change.

“HAVING A DIVERSE RANGE OF SPEAKERS, THEY ALL
GO BACK TO THE NOTION THAT IT HAS TO BE DOING
SOMETHING YOU LOVE, IT’S GOT TO BE A PASSION”
– KIRSTEN GREEN
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MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Shepparton Mayor Kim O’Keeffe was amongst
many great inspiring speakers. Kim inspired
me to realise the true image of a great leader
in the community. Someone who is always
positive and making a positive change for a
better future of this region.

KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
As a community member, we must understand
our role in community development and
knowing that we can make a change or be
part of a solution for a better tomorrow.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
My future plan is to work with young Afghans
in the community and involved in the broader
community. I realise and acknowledge that
we have a gap in our community with youth
engagement within the community. We have
GV Afghan Youth Association platform where
we hope to achieve an outcome within our
own community and be part of a change to
make a better community.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Don’t be afraid of challenges, just believe in
yourself and do it.”

PROGRAM GRADUATES
CAITLIN BAKER

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
People, Safety and Wellbeing Officer
ORGANISATION:
Goulburn Broken CMA
SPONSOR:
Goulburn Broken CMA
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Goulburn Valley Safety Group
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
The Fairley Leadership Program has provided
me with a rewarding and unique opportunity
to develop my leadership potential and really
consider what my values and passions are.
2021 bought a variety of experiences, moving
between in person & virtual delivery but the
consistency has been the calibre of generous
speakers who shared their time with us, and
the professionalism and dedication of our
cohort. From the program I have a much
wider and deeper understanding of the
challenges and opportunities of the Goulburn
Murray community. The 2021 cohort will be
remembered as the greatest cohort ever.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
It was difficult to choose from the amazing
speakers we had across the year, but I was
personally inspired by Glenn Weir, Assistant
Commissioner Road Policing Command at
Victoria Police. Glenn not only shared his
diverse professional leadership experiences
but had an impactful presentation about
personal leadership and self-reflection. It was
a key message for me to think about the kind
of leader I want to be and how to bring people
along the journey with me.

TANYA CLEESE

KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
For a leader to be effective and successful,
they need to understand their strengths and
build a team and networks around them with
complimentary strengths.

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Cobram- Moira Shire

As a community there are challenges we face
that are deeply systemic and these can feel
overwhelming to impact – but we can do our
best to chip away at this over time. You might
not be able to solve everything, but you can
have a positive impact.

ORGANISATION:		
NCN Health

FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
I have had the opportunity to think about
community mental health and wellbeing
through our community project, and this is
an area I would like to continue to focus on.
I would like to keep developing my strategic
thinking and be involved in programs where
local community and business support
education, such as the Lighthouse Project. I
am still pondering what next, but Fairley has
taught me the importance of placed based
initiatives and a ‘wraparound’ approach. I
hope I can find opportunities to share my
skills and experience.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Before you can lead others, you need to learn
to lead yourself” – Glenn Weir / Travis Auld.

JOB TITLE / ROLE:		
Dental Practice Manager

SPONSOR:
NCN Health and Self-Funded
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• COVID 19 prevented involvement in
community activities unless approved by
employer (frontline worker)
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
The Fairley Cohort 2021 have been privy
to being front seat tickets holders to the
“Community Topics Train”. Stopping at stations
of awareness and insight, allowed the cohort
to onboard community related matters,
engage with those frontline, passionate and
driven to succeed. Personally, the insight
was overwhelming at times, but this unease
has signalled me to embrace change, to step
outside my comfort zone and step forward
into making a difference!
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
The stature of speakers was certainly not
dialled down to coexist with COVID 19! Each
and every speaker provoked, challenged,
and inspired cohort members. Lyndon Galea
focused on simplicity, delivering the greatest
change within his community, with one small
gesture. Seeking a solution to a local crisis, led
to solutions beyond the original scope.

KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Know your people, understand yourself, follow
your passion!
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
The Fairley Leadership program undoubtably
demonstrates a success for fostering local
leaders, engaging networks, and promoting
opportunity to deliver leadership driven
positive outcomes in our community. I am
excited to pursue a new role in community
care, where I can continue to develop my
skills and networks I have gained throughout
the year, whilst maximising the benefits and
outcomes for vulnerable people in our region.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Focus on the simple solutions!”– Lyndon
Galea.
“Goals are dreams we convert to plans and
take action to fulfil” – Zig Ziglar.

“FIND YOUR
PURPOSE AND
UNDERSTAND YOUR
GOALS, THEN WORK
TOWARDS THIS”
- ALI ALIZADAH

“ENCOURAGE OTHERS
TO DO BETTER,
GET OUT OF YOUR
COMFORT ZONE
AND BY PRACTICING
ADAPTIVE
LEADERSHIP YOU
CAN STILL MEET
OUTCOMES”
- NEHA SAMAR
YEARBOOK 2021
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ANDREW COOPER

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Kyabram
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Distribution Assistant Manager East
ORGANISATION:
Goulburn Murray Water
SPONSOR:
Goulburn Murray Water
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Stanhope Football Netball Club
• Kyabram Development Committee
• Kyabram Parkland Golf Club
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
A single person can have a major influence if
they have a clear vison and just go for it. For
me this is a message that has been consistent
throughout the year with all the amazing
speakers we have been fortunate to interact
with. To be able to help lead our community
in addressing and surpassing many issues
that plague us and build an inclusive and
attractive region is my motivation, the change
for me is this program has put me in the best
possible place to give back to my community
and our region.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Many notable speakers - Terry Dodds, Ciara
Sterling and Travis Auld. Most inspiring
just goes to Matti Clements. Matti’s ability
to recognise key issues within our highperformance athletes around wellbeing and
engagement. Consult, understand, challenge
and influence to adjust the mindset of these
institutions is amazing work. You can see the

12
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free-flowing effects that this is going to have,
not just with professional sports people and
coaches, but all the way to grass roots which
is going to benefit all communities.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Life is a forever evolving journey. Have the
ability to understand what excites you, this
gives you the ability to remain flexible, agile
and resilient. Every opportunity is a learning
opportunity, we need to learn, adapt, and
continue to support each other and move
forward as one community. Most importantly,
we need to ‘Value Add’ and ‘Be of Service’ to
our communities.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
For our region to thrive, grow, and offer
opportunities for all, communities need to
continue tackle the issues that are hindering
our region, and for this to take place we need
many community leaders to band together to
continue to build an adaptive, resilient, and
agile community.
My future plans are to become more actively
involved in areas that I’ve not yet been
involved in, challenge myself and understand
what is needed. I’m also keen to be involved
in a young person’s mentor program to help
nurture and encourage the next generation of
leaders to understand that it only takes one
person to have one idea that can change our
communities.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Anyone can be a leader if you learn to harvest
energy” – Terry Dodds.

KIRSTEN GREEN

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Mooroopna
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Program Manager, Communities for Children,
Shepparton
ORGANISATION:
CatholicCare Victoria
SPONSOR:
Goulburn Valley Water Community Scholarship
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Chairperson, SheppartonARTs Festival Inc.
• Director, Giz a Break
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
While I have been passionate about social
justice and human rights issues for most of
my life, aligning these passions clearly and
consciously with how I spend my time (in
employment, volunteering and even play) is
not something I have been good at doing.
Reflecting on the reasons for this ongoing
mis-alignment has created some dis-ease and
even some distress.
The need to narrow down my passions and
take the (courageous) steps to better align
my life with these passions is something I am
now focussed on because of the program.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Chris Kotur: For her style – the way she
spoke and what she chose to tell us. For the
writing by David Foster Wallace that she read
to us, part of which I have provided as my
leadership quote. And for the work she has
done and the way she described doing it.

Travis Auld: For some of the statements he
made. These included “be the best version of
yourself” and “make your decisions, set the
directions, stay the course”.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
• Find your passion and follow it
• Be the best version of myself and that I am
at my best when I am authentic
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
Increasing my capability in governance
including managing conflict.
Focussing my efforts on the early childhood
space by utilising some of the thoughts and
practices described by some of our guest
speakers.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“…a real leader is somebody who can help us
overcome the limitations of our own individual
laziness and selfishness and weakness and
fear and get us to do better things than we
can get ourselves to do on our own.” – David
Foster Wallace.

PROGRAM GRADUATES
AMABEL GRINTER

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Tongala
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
People and Community Development
Coordinator
ORGANISATION:
Gardiner Dairy Foundation
SPONSOR:
Denis Tricks Young Regional Community
Leader Scholar
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Young Dairy Network Steering Committee
• Kyabram Development Committee
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
This program has exposed me to the large
issues our region currently faces, and more
importantly, the amazing people working to
create change in these areas. I have been
left to reflect and adapt my thinking around
community leadership to be so much bigger
than my original interpretation of those
words. I am continuously thinking about
how in the future I will make an impact on
my community beyond what I ever thought I
would be capable of.

KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Throughout the year I have continuously
seen three themes emerge that I will always
think of as I continue through my community
leadership journey. Firstly, we all have a voice.
We all have the ability to advocate for those
topics which are important to us as individuals
and to the communities we are part of. Next, is
the importance of continuous self-reflection,
looking after our own health and wellbeing as
individuals, and continuously leading yourself
so that you can be more effective towards
others. Finally, community consultation is
incredibly important for successful projects
addressing grassroots issues.

“I’M BLOWN AWAY WITH WHAT’S HERE
[GOULBURN MURRAY REGION] AND IT’S HELPING
ME BE MORE ENGAGED WITH THE COMMUNITY AND
ACTIVELY INVOLVED.”
– CAMPBELL HICKEY

FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
My ongoing interests include the dairy
industry and agriculture, young people
and small local communities. In particular I
want to be part of others individual journeys
to realising their full potentials. I will also
continue to advocate for the industry I am
part of and contribute to creating a strong
community in my local area.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Live a life of service” – Chris Kotur.

MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Terry Dodds presentation on transformational
leadership really resonated with me and was
full of great insights from his many years of
experience changing organisational cultures.
His quote “be the handle of the umbrella” will
be something I carry through life with me; the
idea being that you need to surround yourself
with people who will help to keep you dry in
a storm. We can’t be the sole person doing
everything all the time.
YEARBOOK 2021
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COURTNEY HAMILL

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Euroa
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Grants Officer
ORGANISATION:
Moira Shire Council
SPONSOR:
Agriculture Victoria
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• President, Euroa Junior Football Netball Club
• President, Ruffy Community Action Group
• Volunteer Fire fighter, Creightons Creek CFA
• Member, Euroa Memorial Oval Committee of
Management
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
The Agriculture and Food Production day
was the winner for me. Seeing how small
family agricultural businesses have become
incredibly successful. It was a recurring theme
that these businesses got on-board with
modern technology and looked after their staff.
It inspired me to move forward with my own
business projects.

“WE SHOULD BE SHOUTING OUT HOW GOOD OUR
COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS ARE ACROSS THE
REGION”
– THERESE MORRIS

14
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MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
David Weidenbach – Avonlea Flowers. David’s
family are a true success story from humble
beginnings. The story showed how family is
such an important part of many agricultural
businesses. David spoke about the importance
of finding good staff, giving them jobs they are
good at and treating them well.

KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
There are many problems in our area but
the situation is not hopeless. For every
major problem there is a major success. In
all facets of community ie industrial, social,
technological; successes are not always easily
visible or front and centre of our perception
but they are there.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
I am inspired to push on with my own
business interests and community group
leadership, creating opportunities for people
to improve their lives.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“You don’t solve homelessness by giving out
warm coats, you solve it with houses” – Celia
Adams.

PROGRAM GRADUATES
CAMPBELL HICKEY

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Nagambie,
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Group Officer
ORGANISATION:
Country Fire Authority
SPONSOR:
Country Fire Authority
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Committee member (Nagambie Kinder &
Childcare centre)
• Volunteer Firefighter /Chair of the district
planning committee (Country Fire Authority)
• Staff member Strathbogie Shire Council
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
2021 has brought many challenges due to
COVID-19 to the communities we all live in
and has induced some very career defining
situations for our leaders. Having had the
opportunity to actively engage with leaders
from around the Goulburn Murry either face
to face or online and get a sense of the
challenges faced by these people has been
quite an inspiration. Overall, the program
itself and the people within has been an
experience I will reflect on for the entirety of
my life. The bond that has been developed
with the 2021 cohort is something completely
indescribable and I’m extremely grateful
to have the opportunity to take part in this
amazing program.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Mr Terri Dodds – Murry River Council CEO,
listening to Terri speak and engage with
the 2021 cohort in Echuca was an amazing
experience. The wealth of knowledge spoken

SAMANTHA HOBBS

about in every topic raised was nothing short
of unbelievable, from a background of being a
Council Works Superintendent to CEO was to
me an absolute inspiration on its own. Having
a background in local government myself
it really hit home that the little person can
achieve big things with time and experience.

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Kyabram

KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Before the program I always believed that
to be a leader you must be the “best” at any
role or job and people are either born leaders
or not. But given this opportunity to explore
within myself and be introduced to so many
different leaders, cultures and what I would
call “pathways around leadership” within the
Fairley Leadership Program has made my
ideology of leadership adjust slightly. Having
listened to and spoken to many great leaders
within our community there has always been
one common denominator with all of them…..
they’re not perfect, just average people doing
jobs that require them to take lead in one way
or another.

SPONSOR:
Goulburn Valley Water

FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
My future goals and plans are to obtain a
more active position within the community.
The skills I’ve obtained through the program
has made me well equipped to take a more
proactive approach to community leadership
whether it be in my local area or beyond.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Leadership doesn’t finish when your shift
does” - Mr Glenn Weir, Assistant Commissioner
Road Policing Command- Victoria Police.

JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Human Resources Coordinator
ORGANISATION:
Goulburn Valley Water

CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Kyabram Development Committee
• Shepparton Winter Nights Program
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
2021 has been a great year, meeting some
very interesting and inspiring people within
our Cohort to the incredible speakers that
took time out of there very busy schedules to
provide insight into their leadership journeys.
Our Opening Retreat was an eye opener and a
statement that has stayed with me is “finding
my why”. This was more challenging than I
thought and with that in mind I knew the year
was going to challenge me in many ways.
Understanding “what make people tick” has
made me reflect a lot on my personal journey,
giving me a deeper understanding of my own
expectations and a greater appreciation of
others. I’m more motivated to improve how
I approach my day becoming a successful
leader and someone that people respect.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
From a leadership perspective I found Terry
Dodds – CEO Murray River Council who
was engaging and inspiring. His talk on
transformational leadership resonated with
me and gave me an insight on how to become
a great leader. “Ask questions, don’t make

statements” and “manage, measure, improve
and celebrate” were both great messages he
shared with us. The latter had me reflect and
whilst people want to be rewarded it’s not
necessarily about the reward but about how
and why we celebrate which in turn promotes
culture within a business.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
My greatest take away message would be “it
is ok to fail”. To understand that sometimes
it doesn’t work the way that you would like it
to the first time but keep trying, try a different
approach or look for different opportunities.
There are opportunities out there, you just
need to find the “why”. Look for the open doors
they are there you just might not see them at
the time.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
With the tools I now have from my
involvement with the Fairley Leadership
Program, I’ve been given a new sense of
belonging in my community. I’ve joined the
Kyabram Development Committee, to get more
involved in the local community. Joining this
committee is a long term plan and I hope
to get more involved in making Kyabram a
great place to live. I’ll continue to explore
and understand where I may be able to assist
locally and more broadly in the future.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
What would better look like, find your “Why”.

“HAVING
STRONG FAMILY
CONNECTIONS
AND SUPPORT
THROUGHOUT
YOUR LEADERSHIP
JOURNEY IS VERY
IMPORTANT”
- COURTNEY HAMILL

“I’M LOVING IT AND
IT’S CHALLENGING
MY THINKING”.
– SAMANTHA HOBBS

YEARBOOK 2021
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PETER HOLLAND

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:		
Manager Information Technology
ORGANISATION:
Goulburn Murray Water
SPONSOR: 			
Goulburn Murray Water

“LEADERS NEED
TO LISTEN, TAKE
CARE OF SELF AND
OTHERS. CREATING
AN ENVIRONMENT
FOR PEOPLE TO
THRIVE“
- ANDREW COOPER
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CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Active Committee Member of Central Park St
Brendan’s Cricket Club
• City of Greater Shepparton Hall of Fame
Advisory Member
• Laptops with Love
• Coach and Official for Goulburn Valley
Hockey Association and Essendon Hockey
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
My motivation to apply for the Fairley
Leadership Program centred on a strong
desire to understand my community better,
the services available, and the challengers
we face. I have been heavily involved
in community sport in the past and was
searching for a different stream to further
develop my community leadership skills.
Through my participation in the Fairley
Leadership Program, I have been able
to expand my knowledge of our region’s
opportunities and challenges. I have also
developed a stronger understanding of what
a wonderful area of the world we live in, and
I have met some exceptional people along
the way.

MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Matti Clements – Australian Institute of
Sport, People and Wellbeing Director. I found
inspiration in the way Matti discussed her
drive to lead a value driven culture and really
change the approach of past methods of
developing elite athletes. Matti noted a clear
purpose for change and saw a key part of
leadership was ensuring your team know
their roles and are engaged and positively
supported to deliver.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Always be on the lookout and welcoming of
opportunities, but in doing so always have
a sound check in with your own values,
beliefs, and goals. Leadership welcomes and
embraces change but make sure you jump
the fence and see what is happening on the
other side.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
I am keen to continue to develop the program
of Laptops with Love that is aimed at helping
disadvantaged students, however I would also
love to be involved further in promoting the
services and facilities that make the Goulburn
Valley region a wonderful place to live.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Manage your energy not your time.”

RANMALI KARIYAWASAM

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Agricultural Scientist/ Technical
officer
ORGANISATION:
Select Harvests
SPONSOR:
Australian Women in Agriculture
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Buddhis Association of Goulburn valley
(committee member)
• Sri Lankan Association of Goulburn Valley
(Committee member)
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
My inspiration was to know the region and
people, and to find a strong way to connect
with the community. The program gave me
the opportunity to understand the strengths
and potentials in the region. I will continue to
work and support the horticulture industry, by
understanding and solving the challenges the
industry is facing every day.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
MP Steph Ryan: Her career as a female
politician, and the way that she developed
herself as a young female politician has
amazed and impressed me in many ways. Her
strength, commitment and dedication to what
she does is very admirable. Politics is a very
challenging career, especially for women, and
she holds herself with dignity and respect.
Very admirable qualities.

Fiona Smolenaars 2001 Fairley Fellow: She
has done many things in the community
and keeps inspiring others to follow in her
footsteps. Her job is very important to the
community, connecting with people and build
networks.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
As community leaders you will receive good
and bad feedback and face various challenges
in life, but it is very important to stay positive
and continue to do good for everyone.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
To actively stay involved in the community,
and to do great things.
To create a network enabling young kids
to engage with careers in agriculture and
to get key industry stakeholders providing
opportunities.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“You can’t be what you can’t see.”

PROGRAM GRADUATES
AUSTIN LEY

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Cobram
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Manager Economic Development
ORGANISATION:
Moira Shire Council
SPONSOR:
Moira Shire Council
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
Supporting local businesses, particularly
those impacted by Covid restrictions
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
The Fairley Leadership Program has
motivated me to have a positive impact on
the community and shown me how to make
a difference. It has provided myself and the
2021 cohort with a greater understanding
of our region, its needs, and challenges. We
have met and been inspired by community
leaders who understand and have spoken
candidly about those challenges and shared
the lessons learnt. Just as importantly we
have learned about each other, our roles
and motivations and created a collaborative
network.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Very difficult to choose. The program has
provided so many inspirational speakers, all
with their unique perspectives, yet sharing
many common views regarding leadership.
At the outset Chris Kotur challenged us to
understand the meaning of Community
leadership and asked, “what does better
look like and what can I do to make things
better”. Ciara Sterling inspired us to “create an
enabling environment” and Matti Clements to
“ensure everyone knows their role”. However,

for shear inspiration, Lyndon Galea, founder
of Eat Up Australia, inspired us all by showing
how one person can lead and make an
amazing difference.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
From the program, I have learned that good
leaders:
• build trust, inspire confidence and hope
• listen to people and understand their stories
and motivations
• talk too not at people
• lead by uniting people, (not dividing them)
to reach common goals
• collaborate and get the best out of people
• earn respect by doing the above.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
I plan to use my Fairley experience to see
where my community involvement can be
most effective. In community leadership it is
essential to understand community needs.
I plan to review work that has already been
done to identify those needs and to build on
that work, rather than just jumping in thinking
“hey I’ve got a great idea!” Great ideas don’t
just prove themselves. In addition, I can
employ what I have learned by:
• removing the emotion and not being
dissuaded by those who would try to stop
me
• establishing trust, to be respected and
enable others to perform.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“A leader is someone you allow to have your
trust and authority to make decisions”. – Chris
Kotur.

“LEADERSHIP DOESN’ T HAPPEN IN ISOLATION.
UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU BRING TO THE TABLE ALONG
WITH OTHERS AND ENSURE YOU COLLABORATE ALONG
THE JOURNEY“
- CAITLIN BAKER
YEARBOOK 2021
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DANIELLA LUVARA

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Executive Assistant – Sustainable
Development
ORGANISATION:
Greater Shepparton City Council
SPONSOR:
Greater Shepparton City Council
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
It was a privilege to be supported by my
employer, Greater Shepparton City Council to
participate in the Fairley Leadership Program.
This program has afforded me the opportunity
to realise my core values as well as develop
the skills to become an adaptive, informed
and resilient leader for our community and
add value back into the region that has
supported me.
The Fairley Program Days have provided
me with a stronger understanding of the
Goulburn Murray region’s priorities, challenges
and opportunities which has given me
a strengthened position of knowledge
to advocate for the social and economic
prosperity of our region.
This program was also a unique opportunity
for new and renewed friendships to evolve
with inspirational members of the community
during a period of time where social
interactions were sporadic.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
I was most inspired by Chris Kotur, Leadership
Victoria’s Leader in Residence. Chris is well
known for her successful work as a strategist
and advisor to leaders and communities
as they take on the work required to adapt
to complex changes. Chris has facilitated
18
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consultations around Victoria for two Royal
Commissions (the 2009 Bushfires Royal
Commission and the 2015 Royal Commission
into Family Violence).
Chris shared with us her unique insights
and understanding of what it takes to move
from service to leadership, particularly in a
climate of prolonged crisis. In short, Chris
encouraged a mindset that grows resilience
and motivation.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Admirable community leaders are the people
that think there’s good in everyone, despite
the worst behaviours that emerge during
pressured times, hostility, resentments and
blame – that it’s possible to bring out the best
in others, they believe that something better is
always possible.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
The Fairley Leadership Program has provided
me with an opportunity to learn about the
needs of the community, which will enable
me to make informed decisions and seek out
opportunities to advocate for these needs in
pursuit of a vibrant and prosperous Goulburn
Murray Region.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Quiet leaders understand the importance of
listening, letting go of the ego, and keeping
their cool in stressful situations; they are
realists who move carefully, put together
contingency plans, and highly value trust.”

KATHRYN MADDOX

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Yarrawonga
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Communication specialist
ORGANISATION:
Platform 1 Consulting / Goulburn Valley Waste
and Resource Recovery Group
SPONSOR:
Moira Shire
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Greater Shepparton Women’s Charter
Advisory Committee Member
• Flamingo Project – Program Mentor
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
My 2021 Fairley experience allowed me to
understand the many and diverse drivers,
opportunities, constraints, and challenges
at play within the Goulburn Murray region.
The opportunity to engage with established
community leaders throughout the year
provided many powerful insights into a range
of leadership considerations. Participation
in the program allowed for valuable peer
learnings and the creation of strong
connections across our cohort group which I
have valued enormously.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Glenn Weir, Assistant Commissioner Road
and Policing brought a compassionate and
pragmatic lens to the leadership conversation
that we devoted the year to exploring. Glenn
spoke with a refreshing honesty about his
belief that humility is required in each of our

day-to-day dealings and is critical in times
of crises. I was buoyed by the authentic
leadership style Glenn employs, together with
his people first focus when striving to lead
an agile and dynamic team that is capable of
responding to high pressure environments
and complex problems such as the landscape
Victoria Police continues to navigate in
responding to the Covid-19 pandemic. In
making it a key part of his role to nurture
and maintain strong team environments, he
highlighted the emphasis he places on getting
to know his team, before getting to know the
business.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
A strong take away message from the Caring
For The Vulnerable program day was that
solutions that are meaningfully co-designed
by those at the heart of a problem or issue
are more likely to deliver impactful and longlasting outcomes.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
I am looking forward to the chance to continue
to play a role in shaping my community. I am
particularly interested in supporting causes
and organisations that allow for greater
diversity in positions of leadership and
decision making in all realms whether it be
within the community, sporting groups and
organisations, business or politics.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Enjoy the grey areas – that’s where the magic
is”– Travis Auld.

PROGRAM GRADUATES
THERESE MORRIS

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Molesworth
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Volunteer Sustainability
ORGANISATION:
Country Fire Authority
SPONSOR: 		
Country Fire Authority, supported by Coles
Australia
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Molesworth Fire Brigade - Firefighter /
Secretary
• Molesworth Hall Committee - President
• Molesworth Landcare Group – Secretary
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
The variety, calibre and passion of both
business and community leaders involved
in the program has been outstanding. I feel
fortunate for having had the opportunity
for in-depth learning and understanding of
regional issues and opportunities, invaluable
exposure to variable leadership styles, and
discovered a range of possible partnerships
and connections with both local communities
as well as fellow participants. The program
has most certainly challenged me to reflect on
my “why” and how I can continue to grow and
contribute to the community.

MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Chris Kotur, Leadership Victoria, was an
engaging and inspiring woman with a real
presence and practicality. Chris’s story of
leadership focused on developing pathways
to improvement - what would better look
like for that community? Chris’ experiences
showed that change can either come quickly
or be more considered. When working with
communities’ collaboration is vital, listen to
and consider other points of view. You will
be challenging people if you are looking to
introduce change, so lead change thoughtfully.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Believe in what you’re doing – be passionate
and be true to yourself.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
I will actively seek and be open to
opportunities to step up to provide confident
leadership to grow capacity and resilience
within my communities. I will take time to
consider the data and listen to what the
community are telling me they want.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“Creating spaces for people to be able to
achieve.” – Ciara Sterling.

“A GOOD LEADER DOESN’ T HAVE ALL THE SKILLS.
THEY IDENTIFY PEOPLE WHO HAVE THE SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE AND BRING THEM TOGETHER TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.”
- AUSTIN LEY
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SONIA PRIESTLY

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Speech Pathologist
ORGANISATION:
Shepparton Speech Pathology
SPONSOR:
Self-sponsored
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Goulburn Valley Grammar School, Board of
Directors
• Greater Shepparton Winter Night Shelter
Volunteer
• Best Start Pilot Project Group “Talk Talk Play”
• GV Library” Speechie Talks: Book of The
Year” presenter
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
Being part of the 2021 Fairley Leadership
Program has been surprising and worthwhile.
I have been constantly challenged to move
outside my comfort zone and believe in
myself. I have felt motivated, overwhelmed,
stressed, excited, and proud, sometimes in the
same program day!

“DON’T MAKE ANY PROMISES YOU CAN’T KEEP. IT DOESN’T
MATTER WHAT BACKGROUND YOU COME FROM YOU CAN
TELL WHEN PEOPLE AREN’T BEING GENUINE.”
- DANIELLA LUVARA
20
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Making connections with new people has
been a highlight. The dynamics and learning
within the cohort have been as powerful as
the rest of the program.
There is no doubt that I am far more aware
of opportunities in our community, regional
priorities, how change happens, and the many
groups involved in influencing decisions. Our
speakers have demonstrated the way in which
giving to your community can enrich your life.

MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
Carl Walters, GBCMA. Carl spoke to our group
on the “Water In Our Catchment” program
day. He was a great communicator; clear,
insightful, and honest.
Authenticity, not taking yourself too seriously,
humility and a sound moral compass underpin
many of the leaders I admire, and these
qualities were evident in Carl.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
“Seek to understand before judging” -Chris
Kotur, Leadership Victoria.
Get out of your own head, put aside your own
biases and unconscious responses and truly
listen and think about the other person.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
To build on my experience through extending
the connections I have made this year. To
continue to seek out ways to contribute to my
community and support worthwhile projects.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“If you’ve got the belief, you’ll find the
courage.”– Helen Haines MP.

PROGRAM GRADUATES
NEHA SAMAR

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Project Coordinator
ORGANISATION:
Goulburn Murray Local Learning and
Employment Network
SPONSOR:
Self-Funded
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Founder, The Flamingo Project
• GSCC- Deputy Chair, Women’s Charter
Advisory Committee and LGBTQIA+ Advisory
committee member.
• Committee member, Victorian Multicultural
Advisory Council
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
I have been inspired by the women I meet
every day, especially the ones who were
guest speakers as part of this leadership
program. Women continue to amaze me as
they not only look after their families and
lead professional lives, but they do that while
continuing to make the community and
society a better place for everybody.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
My most inspirational speakers are
Lyndon Galea, Amanda McLaren and Fiona
Smolenaars.

HEIDI TWINING

KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
To be authentic is to be at peace with our
imperfections.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
I founded The Flamingo Project while
doing the Fairley Leadership Program with
the vision to empower women. I do this
by connecting experienced women with
profession backgrounds or life skills with
the ones who need experience. My goal is to
make this a successful platform for people
from all backgrounds to help each other by
exchanging learnings, experience and by
simply, starting a conversation. I hope to see
women participating in this program to come
out stronger, confident, and clearer.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
The role of a leader is not to come up with
all the great ideas. The role of a leader is to
create an environment in which great ideas
can happen.

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Sergeant Eastern Division 3 Proactive
Police Unit
ORGANISATION:
Victoria Police
SPONSOR:
Hugh Williamson Scholarship
CURRENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
• Working collaboratively with the community
to create local solutions to local issues
• Increasing engagement between vulnerable
communities and Police
• Working to improve Mental Health literacy
and understanding
INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
2021 has been a COVID roller coaster of
pivoting and agility. A unique experience that
provided real time leadership challenges to
the cohort. The challenges were many but
as a cohort, and with our fearless leaders,
challenges were crafted into opportunities.
These opportunities brought invaluable
leadership lessons in times of crisis. The
mix of face to face and online program days
provided vast and varied access to the very
best the Australian leadership landscape has
to offer.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
There were just so many high calibre
speakers, it is impossible to choose just one!
I personally resonated with Helen Haines MP
and Matti Clements. It was exciting to see
such brilliant examples of female leaders

truly working to make a difference in society.
Travis Auld and Dr Ron Ben David were also
exceptional. All speakers reinforced that
as a leader; authenticity, trust, courage,
collaboration and knowing your “why” are
important pillars.
KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Enjoy the process, enjoy learning from people
along the way and “you do you”. Some of
the greatest lessons learnt were from other
members in the program. Authenticity and
active interest in people cannot be underrated.
Humility and commitment to lifelong learning,
partnered with a desire to motivate and
develop others underpins many of the great
leaders we had the privilege to learn from.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
The program has provided an amazing space
for personal growth and enhanced my ability
to contribute actively and effectively. It is
within the community that we can do a lot
of learning, whilst utilising leadership and
networking skills that help drive change. Our
community project team are committed to
delivering our “MINDing the Gap” initiative
with our partners and will continue with the
project long after graduation.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
“You have to first lead yourself before you
can lead others.” – Victoria Police, Assistant
Commissioner, Glenn WEIR.

“WHEN YOU LEAD
THROUGH CHANGE,
THERE WILL BE
COMPROMISES ON
THE WAY, BE WILLING
TO DO THAT.”
- PETER HOLLAND
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PROGRAM GRADUATES
NICOLE ZURCAS

PLACE OF RESIDENCE:
Shepparton
JOB TITLE / ROLE:
Marketing Officer
ORGANISATION:
Greater Shepparton City Council
SPONSOR:
Greater Shepparton City Council

“[ITS] GIVEN
ME DEEPER
UNDERSTANDING
OF THE COMMUNITY
[AND] HOW I CAN
BECOME MORE
INVOLVED”
– SONIA PRIESTLY
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INSPIRATION, CHANGE AND MOTIVATION:
This program provided a unique opportunity to
hear directly from a diverse range of leaders
who have provided valuable insights into
the characteristics of leadership and shown
that being a leader extends pass a title or a
position. Throughout the year as a cohort,
we were able to identify the key issues for
the Goulburn Murray region, understand
the challenges and discuss the potential
opportunities to create a stronger community.
MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER:
We had the privilege to hear from former AFL
footballer, Lance Picioane and the values
from his Love Me Love You Foundation to
empower ourselves to take control of our
mental wellbeing and to live happier, more
fulfilling lives. Although not a professional
mental health practitioner, through his own
experience and learnings of his foundation,
Lance provided great knowledge into
identifying our limits and strengthening our
mental and physical health and wellbeing
to look after ourselves and others. This
presentation came at a crucial time of riding
the waves of Covid-19 restrictions, lockdowns
and isolation and was a leading prompt
for a program day dedicated to health and
wellbeing.

KEY TAKE-AWAY MESSAGE:
Throughout the year there were many topics
covered, however there were key themes that
reappeared.
Authenticity – For a leader to gain acceptance
and followers within the community they must
be authentic, have their opinions and actions
come from genuine beliefs as well as appear
honest and be able to admit their wrongs and
prove their success through actions.
Passion – To be able to drive change, there
must be passion leading the way. Passion
helps guide ones values and determination
to see projects through from conception to
completion.
FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS:
The Fairley Leadership Program has proposed
some very important questions for my
leadership journey, ‘What does better look
like?’ and ‘What are my core values?’ With the
knowledge, support and confidence I have
developed, I believe I can continue working
on these questions and continue to evolve my
leadership style and advocate for a vibrant
and prosperous Goulburn Murray Region.
LEADERSHIP QUOTE:
Great leaders don’t set out to be a leader, they
set out to make a difference. Regardless of
their role they will always pursue greatness.

“WEAR THE LEATHER
OUT OF YOUR SHOES,
BE PERSISTENT AND
KEEP TRYING“
- TANYA CLEESE

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP PROJECTS
A DAY IN THE FIELD

COWS CREATE CAREERS

LINKING YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE CALD COMMUNITY TO CAREERS IN PRIMARY PRODUCTION

PROMOTING THE DAIRY INDUSTRY AS A CAREER POSSIBILITY AND REWARDING EXPERIENCE

PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS:
Ali Alizadah, Kirsten Green, Ranmali Kariyawasam, Sonia Priestly, Neha Samar

PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS:
Courtney Hamill, Tanya Cleese, Therese Morris

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
A field trip for primary students and parents from the Hazara community to provide an authentic
experience in the local horticulture sector. We will showcase the breadth of skilled opportunities in this
industry. Promotion and education about careers in primary production is crucial to our region and our
team is well placed to focus on the CALD community.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Cows Create Careers is a successful national funded educational program, delivered to primary
and secondary students across Australia to improve students’ (and community’s) knowledge of the
agricultural industry. This project was to facilitate the expansion of the Cows Create Careers program
into schools across the Goulburn Murray region, promoting the agricultural industry as an attractive
option with rewarding career opportunities.

PROJECT PURPOSE/DELIVERABLES:
• To increase understanding about the range of employment opportunities in this sector, beyond
picking and pruning.
• To increase the willingness of parents to consider careers in this sector as a desirable future
pathway for their children.
• To pique children’s natural curiosity and interest by providing a hands-on and fun experience.
Provide an individual quote to describe a key learning from your community project or what has been a
highlight on working on your community project?
KEY LEARNINGS:
“Supporting the future generation to come forward and keep the industry alive is my highlight.” –
Ranmali Kariyawasam.
“My teammates passion about the agricultural sector has made me more educated and aware.” – Neha
Samar.
“It doesn’t matter what job you do but you must love your job, it matters.” – Ali Alizadah.
“It has been wonderful to work in a team with such diverse skills, areas of expertise and experiences.” –
Kirsten Green.
“The mutual respect, knowledge, passion, and goodwill evident in our team and project has been
fantastic.” – Sonia Priestly.

PROJECT PURPOSE/DELIVERABLES:
The purpose of this project was to consult with identified schools to activate the implementation of the
‘Cows Create Careers’ program into at least three (3) new schools’ curriculums within the Goulburn
Murray region by 2023, promoting the variety and credibility of careers available within the agricultural
industry.
KEY LEARNINGS:
“Australia built respective wealth and reputation “riding on the sheep’s back”- now facing crisis, the
agricultural sector moves to engage and entice youth with opportunity and modernization. Future
success lies with community and passion - we all have a part to play!”– Tanya Cleese.
“Our agricultural industry is facing a number of issues. We must encourage and support our young
people and their endeavours to secure jobs in the industry.” – Therese Morris.
“In showing students the world of potential careers, we have forgotten to show them what’s in their
home towns. It makes sense for schools in dairy areas to have dairy industry career programs.” –
Courtney Hamill.

“AS A LEADER
UNDERSTANDING
WHEN TO STEP
BACK IS JUST AS
IMPORTANT AS
STEPPING FORWARD.”
- RANMALI KARIYAWASAM
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COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP PROJECTS
COMMUNITY GAME CHANGERS

MINDING THE GAP

PROMOTING COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP AND THE POSITIVE IMPACT IT HAS ON THE COMMUNITY

PROVIDING POSITIVE AND ENGAGING EXPERIENCES TO COMPLIMENT CLINICAL MENTAL HEALTH
SUPPORT

PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS:
Peter Holland, Nicole Zurcas, Campbell Hickey, Austin Ley and Daniella Luvara

PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS:
Caitlin Baker, Heidi Twining, Kathryn Maddox

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Our project was developed to promote the journey of Fairley Leadership participants through story
telling by using an array of mediums (audible, print, video) our project will promote the Fairley Alumni.
The stories will accessible via a QR code, displayed on the Goulburn Murray Community Leadership
website and promotional material.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The ‘MINDing the Gap’ project aims to provide mental health wellbeing support to individuals and
families following mental health intervention and visitation with clinical mental health services. The
initiative recognises a holistic approach to mental health – using the biopsychosocial model to impact
on social and environmental factors of mental health to compliment clinical services.

PROJECT PURPOSE/DELIVERABLES:
Given the challenges our community faced throughout the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
concept of leadership in our community is evolving and this project will promote community leadership
and its many evolving forms. With over 600 alumni, the project will assist in driving awareness,
promotion, positive achievements and outcomes of the Fairley Leadership Program.

PROJECT PURPOSE/DELIVERABLES:
The focus of our project will be to develop a ‘Green Passport’ detailing nature and river/wetlands walks
which will be distributed to patients via GV Health mental health case management services. The ‘Green
Passport’ will feature identified regional nature and river wetland walks, a focus on ‘connection to
country’ and activity suggestions for existing programs in the region.

KEY LEARNINGS:
“The project sets out to recognise past cohorts personal journeys and demonstrates the value of
building community leadership”. – Peter Holland.

KEY LEARNINGS:
“It has been fulfilling to work on a passion project with a likeminded, brilliant team.” – Caitlin Baker.

“It is important to recognise, promote and celebrate the many great achievements and contributions
from past Fairley participants”. – Daniella Luvara.
“The project identifies many great individuals creating positive change who can inspire future leaders”.
– Nicole Zurcas.
“This project supports one of fundamental principles upon which the Fairley Program was established,
to share our knowledge.” – Austin Ley.

“JUST BE KIND AND
HAVE EMPATHY”
– HEIDI TWINING
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“The project gives an opportunity to recognise the many hidden members going about doing unnoticed
great work within their communities.” – Campbell Hickey.

“The offering of immersive nature based activities to support good mental health and wellness provides
a highly adaptable, alternative care and prevention model.” – Kathryn Maddox.
“Holistic mental health healing and wellbeing through prescriptive connection nature. Connecting
community, mental wellness and country.” – Heidi Twining.

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP PROJECTS
KYABRAM AND DISTRICTS YOUNG AT HEART
PROFESSIONALS GROUP
AN INITIATIVE TO FOSTER A SENSE OF BELONGING AND RETAIN SKILLED YOUNG PROFESSIONALS IN THE AREA
PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS:
Amabel Grinter, Andrew Cooper, Samantha Hobbs
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Develop a Young Professional Group in Kyabram where young professionals could be teamed up with
local mentors to develop both professional and personal networks.
Provide support to Young Professionals in Kyabram and districts to create a place of belonging and to
keep young professionals in the area.
PROJECT PURPOSE/DELIVERABLES:
• Promote Kyabram and Districts to be a liveable, inclusive, adaptive and resilient community
• Create a place of belonging for Young Professionals within the Community
• Mentoring opportunities within the community
• Develop connections within the group to promote community leadership and volunteerism
• Ensure young people are included in the planning and decision making
KEY LEARNINGS:
“Working with passionate people to create an environment where the community can continue to thrive
and grow, this leads itself into creating so much positivity and opportunities for all involved”. – Andrew
Cooper
“The community project has been the greatest opportunity for me to connect with new people in my
local community. The new connections formed, continues to be one of the most exciting part of this
program”. – Amabel Grinter
“Being able to partner with like-minded people to develop a program that promotes engagement and
collaboration in the community”. – Sam Hobbs

“AS LEADERS WE HAVE A ROLE TO PLAY IN GETTING THE
BEST OUT OF THOSE AROUND US AND BRINGING OTHERS
WITH YOU”
- AMABEL GRINTER
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FAIRLEY LEADERSHIP PROGRAM ALUMNI

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Adrian Appo

Georgina Burston

Sue A’vard

Geoff Adams

Harold Adem

Greg Bekker

Marlene Atkinson

Joanne Atkinson

Audrey Ash

Neville Atkinson

Phillip Aggenbach

Natalie Akers

Wendy Boyle

James Dalton

Linda Bennett

Jim Andreadis

Merushe Asim

Peter Beriman

Christina Bassani

Jenny Bickerdike

Glenn Bewicke

Steve Ayton

Vanessa Baughurst

Christine Anderson

Greg Brinsmead

Ros Gall

Brad Bulleid

Louise Armstrong

Faye Bail

Lina Di Paolo

Paul Binyon

Rita Bloomfield

Natasha Boyko

David Brett

Teri Bennet-Meyer

Evelyn Anderson

Tuesday Browell

Heather Gange

Peter Button

Kellie Beverly

Michael Bate

Michelle Ducat

Kerrie Bozzella

Peter Bourke

Leonie Canham

Charlotte Brewer

Michelle Bradley

Diane Bewicke

Morriss Cook

Geoff Gibson

David Clee

Bronwyn Bisley

Anthony Brophy

Chris Dunster

Vanessa Bragg

Nancy Collins

Megan Carr

David Cahill

Robert Croxford

Jonathon Bibby

Paul Custance

John Ginnivan

Peter Corboy

Neal Cartledge

Sheree Brown

Barb Ferguson

Joanne Church

Ashley Cox

Claire Connell

Mary Connelly-Gale

Paul Culpan

Jackie Bingham

Steven Fox

Jenny Gray

Judy Dixon

Ronald Daley

Amanda Challis

Simon Grumley

Yvonne Crawford (dec) Grant Dreher

Virginia Contreras

Kellie Crossley

Bruce Cumming

Ian Christoe

John Francis

Annette Gregson

Simone Fletcher-Wells

Mark Dunwoodie

Kaylene Conrick

Geoff Hall

David Cunningham

Kristin Favaloro

Kim Daldy

Matt Cullen

Martina Cusack

Chris Collins

Peter Gray

Colin Gundrell

Andrew Galbraith

Tony Gabbert

Chris Eddy

Gary Hughes

Shayne Davis

Russell Francis

Margaret Daw

Sally Dickinson

Mark DePaola

Tim Cosgriff

Ashley Hall

Mike Hall

Bruce Giovanetti

Graeme Hannan

John Evans

Fiona Lloyd

Ken Ellis

Marcus Hann

Andrew Dohrmann

Patrice Jackson

Ross Fichera

Emma Dalton

Wendy Lovell

Judi Hanlon

Justin Godden (dec)

Alan Lindsay

Wayne Francisco

Sue Logie

David Findlay

Sue Hawley

Andrew Farrell

Glenn James

Joanna Foulkes

Nikala Dixon

Craig Madden

Barbara Hellwege

Melissa Hamilton

Stewart Mann

Robyn Haack

Rod Luscombe

Jon Griffin

Greg Laidlaw

Paul Flint

Mark Lambourn

Leslie Goudie

Cindy Doherty

Mal McCullough

Ron Hose

Bruce Hammond

Ben McGregor

Phillip Hoare

Lisa Madden

Peter Guy

Sandra Leatham

John Foster

Fiona Le Gassick

Ross Hill

Ray Farrell

Lisa McKenzie

Kerry Anne Jones

Jennifer Hippisley

Deborah Mellor

Martin Hull

Filipa Marshall

Andrew Humphreys

Garry Leed

Shane Hellwege

Craig Mathisen

Annette Jakob

Bruce Gill

John McNeil

Ian Martin

Cath Marriott

Jeannie Nickless

Alan Kellock

Patricia McConvill

Sharon Kasper

Paul Mundy

Julie Hubble

Shane McDrury

Adam Kitungano

Nadia Godfrey

Justin Mohamed

Carol McFadzean

Leanne Mulcahy

Kim Noonan

Jenny Locke

Elizabeth McLeod

Robyn Launder

Matt O’Shannessy

Paul Kelly

Janine Mustey

Michelle Luscombe

Alex Marshall

Mary-Anne Morgan

Janet Melrose

Gregory Munro

Tom O’Reilly

Chris Norman

Simon Mills

Glenda MacKay

Allan Pankhurst

Catherine Macmillan

Malwinder Pandher

Ewan McDonald

Joanne McGregor

Phillip Morey

Gayle Newnham

Doris Nilsen

Brian Pethybridge

Russell Pell

Wendy Nolan

Terry Mahoney

Heidi Pinnuck

David Morey

Russ Parker

Ryan McGowan

Kate Montgomery

Denis Muto

Katrina Mohamed

Jim O’Connor

Michael Randall

Helen Phillips

Helen O’Neill

Trish Niglia

Mark Putman

Chelsea Nicholson

Christie Peucker

Edward McGregor

Scott Morath

Graham Nickless

Shane O’Brien

Robert Ralston

Jennifer Reuther

Daryl Poole

Tracie Pearson

Jeni Nind

Kerryn Quirk

Shane O’Sullivan

Stuart Rea

John Moore

Jean Marie Mupenda

Ken Sampson (dec)

David Simkin

Louise Ross

Stuart Richardson

Gail Robertson

Jacque Phillips

Brian O’Mahoney

Jane Rushworth

Donna Russell

Marty Richardson

Graeme Sinclair

Howard G Myers

Dick Shirley

Fran Smullen

David Stewart

Leah Ross

Kevin Simpson

Mark Sargent

Chana Orloff

Gillian Schoenborn

Daryl Sloan

Liz Ritchie

Ron Sneddon

Steven Nash

Barry Smith

Phil Stevenson

Michael Stirling

Gabrielle Ryan

Fiona Smolenaars

Bob Scott

Della Palmer

Ann Sexton

Damien Smith

Vicki Rodwell

Rachael Spokes

Eril Rathjen

Garry Smith

Phil Walters

Len Taylor

James Seymour

Shane Stacey

Greg Sidebottom (dec) Leanne Pleash

Tom Sexton

Sabine Smyth

Linda Sali

Iwan Van Den Berg

Anne Trickey

Chris Steinfort

Ming Zhou

Heather Traeger

Richard Speedy

Wayne Sullivan

Rien Silverstein

Dean Pullar

Graeme Talarico

Malcolm Thiel

Ged Shead

Susan Wearden

Tom Wallis

Shane Treacy

Pam Spelling

Malcolm Taylor

Melinda Stephan

Wendy Ross

Wayne Thomas

Simone Tonks

Katrina Tehan

Ahmet Yildirim

Markus Weiser

David Ugalde

Peter Wallis

Nick Taylor

Rhonda Sutton

Lorraine Ryan

Melissa Tooke

Maree Welsh

Peter Thomas

Ross Wheelhouse

Tony Watson

Sharon Terry

Alan Tyson

Paul Spedding

Trevor Verlin

Leanne Willis

Wayne Weaire

Julie Tyrrell

Carl Walters

Tracee Spiby

Vincent White

Janelle Witten

Rosemary White

Damien Sullivan
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Sally Wright

John Wenske

FAIRLEY LEADERSHIP PROGRAM ALUMNI

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Stephen Banfield

Mark Brown

Mark Banting

Khaluf Alsalim

Iris Ambrose

Braydon Aitken

Liz Arcus

Shane Byrne

Jacinta Addamo

Robert Briggs

Max Allen

Kirstie Ash

Matt Barden

Will Dalgliesh

Debra Bourne

Sophie Atkin

Kym Bailey

Rhiannon Apted

Monique Bryant

Erin Cowan

Ignatius Alampi

Liz Byrne

Fiona Blick

Laura Binks

Kim Bennetts

Erica Featherstone

Ian Carkeek

Karen Brisbane

Sam Birrell

Sam Atukorala

Judith Cantwell

Mewan Dissanayake

Deanne Armstrong

Belinda Conna

David Booth

Liam Botterill

Richard Bryce

Colleen Furlanetto

Jim Cosgriff

Wendy Buck

Stacey Cole

Tracey Bell

Rebecca Dean (Lorains) Ronni Druitt

Matthew Atkinson

Lisa Cowan

Greg Brooks

Jodie Fleming

Derrick Bwihambi

Kevin Gould (dec)

Simon Cowan

Michelle Collins

Renata Cumming

Lisa Birrell

Joe Fichera

Peter Geddes

Harriet Bawden

Eileen Curtis

Tara Callingham

Jenny Foott

Barry Carter

David Gullick

Dianne Doyle

Jessica Davison

Sonya Dalgliesh

Carl Byrne

Jeff Gleeson

Adam Glasson

Oliver Boyd

Jessica Daniel

Sarah Clack

Chris Freestone

Briony Harper

David Harcoan

Debra Ellis

James Dillon

Michelle Dunscombe

Gwen Campbell

Kate Hawkins (dec)

Martin Gleeson

Sarah Chaplin

Tom Dickins

Chris Crouch

Jenni Gibson

Steve Kerwin

Caroline Harlow

Glenn Evans

Stuart Harris

Louise Dwyer

Max Furlanetto

Bill Heath

Cameron Gray

Terri Cowley

Zane Foott

Paul Dainton

Susan Giovanola

Warwick Long

Tracey Harper

Verity Hayman

Anna Janson

Adrian Falsetta

Nerida Hippisley

Sean Horsburgh

Sharyn Griffiths

Jo Fasano

Ashely Gabler

Michelle Frenkel

Damien Guthrie

Julie Marshall

Michael Hatton

Joanne Kinder

Liz Mann

Shan Jaudzemis

Kimm Kennedy (dec)

Lyndal Humphris

Vanessa Guiney

Jo-Anne Foster

Sandy Gunn (dec)

John Geddes

Lynette Anne Hewson

Angela McLeod

Lisa Hawken

Sonja King

Beryl O’Connor

Sarah Knight

Shannon Murphy

Jamie Horkings

Clair Haines

Georgia Hills

Mel Hall

Jacquie Hughes

Chris Mercier

Jane Jenkins

Paul Lacy

Lynne
McGregor-Carroll

Raymond Parker

Andrew Mann

Dean O’Hara

David McPhee (dec)

John Hall

Rachael Howden

Rebecca Hearn

Matt Jobling

Carla Miles

Craig Kappes

Daniel Mackrell

Suzanne Portelli

Cindy McCurdy

Kenny Oluboyede

Omeni Ndlovu

Emily Hamilton

Dana Kells

Sissy Hoskin

Hayley Lewis

Sarah Parker

Jason Kelly

Terence McCarthy

Warren Ross

Jon McKeown

Jessica Orr

Jane O’Brien

Carolena Helderman

Quinton Langlands

Shane Howe

Ashley Lythgo

Greg Pell

Mary-Ann Lineham

Amanda McClaren

Brooke Rudd

Michael McLaughlin

Katie Ross-Soden

Ross Opie

Sharon Hensgen-Smith Jane Macey

Melanie Likos

Craig Mangan

Doreen Power

Kellie Marsters

Jill Murray

Bonny Schnorrenberg

Sue Milne

Angie Russi

Louise Pelle

Josh Hudson

Debbie McDonald

Daniel Lovell

Lisa Menhennet

Sharon Prendergast

Sueanne McCumstie

Cynthia Scott

Chris Spokes

Linda Nieuwenhuizen

Vicki Scott

Jennifer Savage

David Johns

Alice Milner

Cathy Mansfield

Sara Noori

Nick Raleigh

Deo Musafiri

Rosemary Scott

Imran Syed

Charles Oguntade

David Shipston

Christine Sebire

Anita McCurdy

Mathew Morley

Amy Marshall

Roisin Powles

Rashidi Sumaili

Cynitha Oritz-Gorry

Patrick Storer

Katie Thorn

James Paisley

Chris Solum

Peter Shields

Matthew Pethybridge

Bec Nicholl

Rosalind Martin

Tom Saxton

Tracy Taylor

Craig Reynolds

Clint Thomas

Craig Wall

Tricia Quibell

Mark Tomkins

Tim Tanner

Linda Pettinella

Allan Mitchell

Sophie Scott

Mary-Jane Taylor

Anne Robinson

Thon Thon

Andrew Townsend

Julia Thomas

Simon Rennie

Fatmatta Munu

Ramki Subramaniam

Kim Scott

Bruce Wehner

Corey Walker

Alison Rees

Mark Turner

Emma
Wheatland - Hughan

Diana Flora
Padrón Novoa

Anna Toland

Tim Russell

Shayne Preer

Gaye Sutherland

Ingrid Stava

Katie Zeller

Jen Wilson

Trav Turner

Heidi Vestergaard

Raymond Warren

Jacinta Russell
Riahn Smith

Jay Whittaker

Michael Tymensen

Mellisa Silaga

Matilda Schubert

Wayne Sutton

Zheng Xu

Sarmed Yassin

Amanda-Jean White

Courtney Simmons

Leigh Stanbrook

Dennis Sutton

Jean Young

Betul Tuna

Meaghan Thompson

Simon Walsh

Yvette Williams

Jessica Watt

Michael Villani
James Walshe
Michael Welk

Lisa McIlfatrick
Trevor McKay (dec)
Catherine McKenna
Amanda McRoy
Zara Milenkovic
Anne O’Connor
Ali Piper
Jacki Tomlinson
Kellie Vise

Maree Woodhouse

Sarah Van Meurs
Melinda Weston

Neeska Robinson
Jessica Skinner
Melissa Stagg
Sönke Tremper
Danny Whyte

Lana Young

Megan Whittaker
Jo Wood
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A PROGRAM DELIVERED BY
GOULBURN MURRAY COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
PO Box 1409, Shepparton VIC 3632
EMAIL: program@gmcl.org.au
Follow us on:
@goulburnmurraycl

www.gmcl.org.au

@goulburnmurraycl

goulburn murray community leadership

